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Pastor Gbeminiyi Eboda: 
Guest Messenger from Nigeria 
 

 
“Everyone faces mountains, but the ones with faith move theirs.” “The only way a believer is 

permitted to live is by faith. The only mode a believer is permitted to be in is in the mode of faith.” 
 – Understanding Faith 

 
“The reason for today is tomorrow. The essence of today is locked up in the realities of tomorrow.”  

– Single Without Wrinkles 
 

“There is no wealthy man without and altar! The altar may, however, be to God or to the devil.  
The difference is that it is only the blessing of the Lord that can make rich and add no sorrow.” 

 – Accelerate Your Success Rate 
 

“Failure is supposed to be a teacher, not a killer, a trial of your faith, not its burial.”  
– Oracles of Wisdom 

 
These quotes are from the published works of Pastor Gbeminiyi Eboda. The referenced books, and his 
many others, have been a source of transformation in people’s lives around the world. Pastor Eboda is 
a preacher, a teacher, an inspirational speaker, a consultant and the Lead Pastor at HarvestHouse 
Christian Center in Ibadan, Nigeria. HarvestHouse is a “dynamic congregation with a mandate to raise 
models and empower saints in order to fulfill their God-ordained destinies.” The church has branches 
in both the commercial and administrative capitals of Nigeria, as well as satellite sites in South Africa, 
Ghana and the United Kingdom. 
 
Pastor Eboda and his family blessed TPCBC with their presence and his preaching in early December. 
He proclaimed the Word of God from James 1:2-4, which says, “Consider it a great joy, my brothers 
and sisters, whenever you experience various trials, because you know that the testing of your faith 
produces endurance. And let endurance have its full effect, so that you may be mature and complete, 
lacking nothing.” In his message, Pastor Eboda encouraged those of us in a dark season of life, 
assuring that we are there for a good purpose, that God is with us in the darkness, and that the season 
has an expiration date; it will come to an end. God, he said, works during the day and at night, noting 
that God parted the Red Sea, wrestled with Jacob, and sent an angel to rescue Peter all at night. Pastor 
Eboda maintained that is our victory sure, and, because of God’s divine compensation, we will regain 
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all that we lost in the dark and more. At the end of what was a tumultuous year for many, Pastor Eboda 
declared that 2019 will be a year of total recovery! Hallelujah! 
 
Pastor Eboda’s energetic delivery of this timely and uplifting message was awash with scripture, 
reflecting his indelible command of the Holy Word. This command – and his life’s demonstration of it 
– shapes all aspects of Pastor Eboda’s ministry, a great part of which is his teaching. Pastor Eboda’s 
teaching impact is felt globally in the areas of leadership, capacity building, peak performance, 
financial intelligence and spiritual effectiveness. He convenes and hosts an annual transformational 
conference called “Move Your World,” where he teaches principles and strategies necessary to move 
from a life of survival to one of success and significance. Pastor Eboda has hosted Move Your World 
in Nigeria and other parts of the world, including South Africa, the United Kingdom and the United 
Arab Emirates. As noted on his website, Pastor Eboda is surely “raising leaders and touching lives.” 
 
What a joy and inspiration it was for TPCBC to receive this spiritual mover and shaker. May the Lord 
continue to bless and direct Pastor Eboda as he touches lives around the world. 
 
For more information about Pastor Gbeminiyi Eboda and his extensive ministry, please visit 
http://niyieboda.com/ and https://harvesthousecc.org/.  


